This report introduces a type of plasmonic crystal that consists of metal coated nanostructures of relief molded on a polymer film as a substrate for surface-enhanced Raman scattering ͑SERS͒. Such crystals exhibit SERS enhancement factors of ϳ10 5 , over large areas and with sufficiently high levels of uniformity for precise two-dimensional Raman mapping of surface bound monolayers. and metamaterials. 3 The phenomena underlying operation of these devices are also intimately related to surface-enhanced Raman scattering ͑SERS͒. 4 The simplest and earliest SERS substrates used roughened metal films.
The phenomena underlying operation of these devices are also intimately related to surface-enhanced Raman scattering ͑SERS͒. 4 The simplest and earliest SERS substrates used roughened metal films. 5 More recent work exploits deterministic nanostructures composed of metal nanoparticles and nanowires, 6, 7 as well as nanoholes 8 and nanovoids 9 in metal films, and more complex structures, 10 all of which can yield SERS with reproducible high levels of sensitivity. For a given metal, areal coverage, uniformity, structural feature sizes and shapes determine the performance and modes of use. These aspects are all defined by the techniques for fabricating these structures. Despite previous important work on nanostructures for SERS, there is value in the development of large area, planar SERS substrates that can be reproducibly fabricated in cost effective ways, with spatially uniform amplification that can be engineered for operation at different wavelengths.
Here, we report quasi-three-dimensional plasmonic crystals 1,11 formed by soft lithography as SERS substrates. Experimental and computational studies of the scaling of SERS amplification factors with characteristic geometries of these crystals reveal key features of the physics. Full, twodimensional ͑2D͒ imaging of patterned monolayers illustrates a useful operational capability enabled by the high levels of spatial uniformity that can be achieved. These well controlled, low cost, and easily fabricated substrates, together with the design rules that determine their operation, suggest a strong potential for engineered, practical use in various sensing and imaging applications.
The plasmonic crystals that served as SERS substrates were formed with a simple, soft lithographic molding Figure 1͑d͒ shows an optical image of an entire substrate.
The SERS spectra were collected with a Nicolet Almega XR dispersive Raman microscope ͑Thermo Electron Corp. Madison, WI͒ using a 785 nm excitation laser. To evaluate the SERS response, Au coated plasmonic crystal substrates were immersed in a 15 mM solution of benzenethiol ͑BT͒ ͑99.99%, Aldrich͒ diluted in ethanol ͑200-proof͒ for 24 h and then rinsed thoroughly with ethanol. Figure 2͑a͒ shows transmission spectra recorded from two different patterned regions and one unpatterned area. The peak labeled A in the transmission spectra corresponds to a localized surface plasmon resonance ͑LSPR͒ with intensity concentrated at the rims of the nanowells. 11 We used three-dimensional finitedifference time-domain ͑3D-FDTD͒ simulations 12 on structures with layouts that match the experimental systems to predict the expected SERS enhancement factors. Figure 2͑b͒ contains a plot of the electric field intensity ͉E͉ 2 at LSPR condition, for the substrate with P = 0.760 m and D = 0.514 m. This result shows the maximum SERS enhancement and the spatial distribution, which is localized around sections of the rim of the nanowell features. Figure 3͑a͒ shows a set of representative SERS spectra collected from 100-3500 cm −1 . The spectra for any given array showed absence of a thiol Raman signature peak ͑i.e., ϪSH band͒ at around 2500 cm −1 , suggesting that only a monolayer of BT was formed. The results, which reveal the dependence of the response on the geometry of the crystal, is in good agreement with previously published results. 8 We attribute the SERS effect to the well known electromagnetic mechanism, predominately from the electric field localization around the rims of the nanowells. Spectra such as these exhibited high levels of spatial uniformity, with standard deviations of the intensity of the feature at ϳ1073 cm −1 of Ͻ5% for spectra recorded at different positions across 0.65 mm 2 area of the crystal ͑D = 0.514 m, P = 0.760 m͒.
The analytical enhancement factor ͑AEF͒ ͑Ref. 13͒ is defined as
where I SERS and I RS correspond to the Raman signal of a particular vibrational mode of SERS and that of the ordinary Raman spectra, respectively; C SERS and C RS correspond to the number of molecules exposed to the optical excitation source for the SERS and that of the concentration in the bulk solution. Modest enhancements factors from 10 4 and 10 5 ͑for the band at 1073 cm −1 ͒ can be achieved on these unoptimized substrates and are comparable to those obtained from similar nanostructures fabricated by serial processing techniques. 8 These enhancements vary in a systematic fashion with the crystal periodicity, diameter, depth, and exc . Figure 3͑b͒ shows the intensity of the Raman feature at 1073 cm −1 for all sixteen regions of a single SERS substrate, plotted as a function of D. Structures with D = 0.514 m ͑LSPR= 826 nm͒ yielded the highest SERS response, which agrees with an expectation that the maximum enhancement should occur when the wavelength of the LSPR ͑ LSPR ͒ is equal to the average of exc and the wavelength of the Raman signal ͑ RS ͒. 6 This condition corresponds to LSPR ϳ 821 nm. To yield additional insights, we plot the transmission at 821 nm in Fig. 3͑b͒ . The results show a clear correlation between the strength of the associated plasmonic resonance and the SERS intensity. 3D-FDTD simulations predict a similar trend, for incident light 821 nm, ͑electromagnetic͒ SERS enhancement factors ͉E͉ 4 max / ͉E 0 ͉ 4 max , where ͉E 0 ͉ and ͉E͉ are the magnitudes of the incident and calculated local electric fields, respectively, at a height 4 nm above the Au film. Figure 3͑c͒ shows the computed response as a function of D. These results are in good accord with experiment, thereby confirming the underlying mechanisms for enhancement and suggesting a route to optimization of structure geometries.
These substrates show stable SERS response ͑stored in air͒ over a testing period of ϳ150 days. Molded plasmonic crystal sensors can be formed on a variety of surfaces, ranging from semiconductor wafers, for possible integration with light sources or detection electronics, to glass plates or even low cost sheets of plastic. The highly uniform nature of the crystals enables direct, spatial imaging of SERS signals. To demonstrate this possibility, we attempted two different strategies for imaging monolayers of BT. In the first, we photodefined a pattern into the SU8 imprinted plasmonic crystal composed of the letters "UIUC" ͑3 m width; 10 m long͒ and in the second, 1-octadecanethiol ͑ODT͒ monolayer was patterned on plasmonic crystals using microcontact printing ͑CP͒, via a structured PDMS stamp "inked" with a 2 mM ethanolic solution of ODT which was brought into contact with the plasmonic crystal. In each case, the patterned samples were immersed in a 15 mM BT solution for 3 min prior to imaging. Figure 4͑a͒ shows an optical image of the photopatterned UIUC letters, where in this sample only the UIUC letters contain molded nanowell features, while Fig.  4͑b͒ shows an SEM image of the CP patterned substrate. The lighter regions in Fig. 4͑b͒ correspond to the ODT printed regions. Figures 4͑c͒ and 4͑d͒ depict the resulting 2D map of the Raman intensity at 1073 cm −1 , thereby revealing the spatial distribution of the patterned BT for the samples in Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͒ , respectively. SERS imaging of pattern molecules based on metal films has been reported. 14 In contrast to previously published work, these results show good enhancement uniformity over large areas and short acquisition times ͑i.e., 1 s͒.
In conclusion, we report a simple and easy to use fabrication strategy for SERS substrates that offer highly uniform and reproducible response. The scalability of the fabrication approach to large areas, its ease of applicability with various substrates, combined with an ability to engineer the SERS response suggests a promising route to high performance SERS substrates. 
